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LITERATURE STUDY
S.N. Andreev
Trigrams in the Structure of Verse Text
Key words: trigram; parts of speech; verse text; variability; text structure; cluster
analysis.
The paper is devoted to the analysis of the text structure of ten long poems by
A.S. Pushkin using the distribution of three element sequences – nominal and verbal trigrams.
Different statistical methods are used.

L.N. Sinyakova
Metamorphoses and Dreams
in A.P. Chekhov’s Narrative «The Shooting Party»: Story and Plot
Key words: poetics; story; plot; oneiropoetics; metamorphoses.
In the article the plot level of Chekhov’s narrative «The Shooting Party» is explored. The
plot paradigm connected with oneiroshere and the story syntagm consisting of characters’
metamorphoses are revealed. The main plot situations, such as love story and the murder, are
duplicated in the main character’s slumbers. The story itself deals with sure ethic degradation of
the female character and an unchangeable demonic narrator’s character.
Interaction between these two poetics levels in Chekhov’s narrative «The Shooting
Party» exposes its conceptual and receptive potential.

L.V. Pavlova
Symbolism of Amber in the Poetry of Vyacheslav Ivanov:
Manifested and Implicit
Key words: Vyacheslav Ivanov; lyrics; symbol; amber; Dictionary of poetic language.
The article discusses the structure and functioning of a symbol in the poetic text using the
example of the «amber» image from the poem «Taormina» by Vyacheslav Ivanov. It identifies
and describes the process of adaptation of a symbol in the author's text.

M.A. Mironova
«The Day of the Turbins» Play Reviews in Émigré Press of the 1920s
Key words: review; The Day of the Turbins; Bulgakov; émigré press; reception of the
play; Vladimir Khodasevich.
The article discusses the reception of M.A. Bulgakov's play The Day of the Turbins in the
émigré press of the 1920s. It reveals the contradictory evaluations of performances including a
detailed analysis of V. Khodasevich's review, who viewed «The Day of the Turbins» as an

attempt to discredit the white movement. The article also determines the divergence of
performance assessments by V. Khodasevich and émigré criticism.

B.G. Merkin
Author's Definition of Genre as a Key to Understanding the Idea of the Text.
M.M. Prishvin «Pantry sun»
Key words: Prishvin; Pantry sun; Tale-true story; genre features; plot; idea;
psychological parallelism.
The article analyzes the relationship of the genre features by M.M. Prishvin’s tale-true
story with plot and thematic aspects of the narrative. Conclusions are made about the multilayer construction of this text, where each of layers – fairytale (metaphorical, allegorical) and
real – contributes to the creation of the message of the text.

G.A. Zakroeva
The Dreams of Yuri Zhivago in the Context of B.L. Pasternak’s Novel
«Doctor Zhivago»
Key words: B.L. Pasternak; poetic hypnology; dreamlike space; oneirotop;
oneiromotive; related topic.
The paper presents the analysis of dreams of Yuri Zhivago from the novel «Doctor
Zhivago» by B.L. Pasternak. The dreams are considered in the frame of the composition of the
novel and thematic contents of all oneirotops. Zhivago is the centre of poetic hypnology system,
therefore, every dream of the character has its own semantics and symbolic meaning. Yuri
Andreevich’s dreams reveal creative edge of his personality as a poet, delicate spiritual
connection with Larisa Fedorovna and contain the ideas of immortality and resurrection.

I.V. Romanova
The Poetics of Amplification in the Poetry of J. Brodsky
Key words: J. Brodsky; enumeration (amplification); lyrical hero; composition.
The article is devoted to the study of enumeration (amplification), which in Brodsky's
poetry goes beyond rhetorical acceptance, carrying out important semantic and compositional
features.

I.V. Marusova
«Armageddon came yesterday»:
Reception of A. and B. Strugatsky’s Prose
in G.L. Oldie and A. Valentinov’s Novel «This is where we live»
Key words: A. and B. Strugatsky; G.L. Oldie; science fiction prose; quotation; subtext;
narrative; images; «Lame fate»; «This is where we live».
The article discusses the prose of A. and B. Strugatsky as a universal implication of
modern science fiction. The function of quotations from the works by A. and B. Strugatsky are

analyzed, as well as deeper structural links (the organization of the narrative, the image of the
character, the system of artistic space) identified in the novel by G.L. Oldie and A. Valentinov
«This is where we live».

LINGUISTICS
G.N. Ermolenko
The Theory and Practice of Text Analysis in the Writings of Roland Barthes
Key words: poststructuralism; the theory of text; deconstruction; intertextuality,
narrative structure; semiology.
The article examines Roland Barthes’ theory of text in the essay «From work to text».
The article also investigates the type of text analysis introduced by Barthes in the book «S/Z: An
Essay». Barthes’ methods for detecting connotations (i.e. hidden meanings), his approaches to
narratological and semiotic analysis are described.
G.G. Silnitsky
The Linguistic Category of «Sequentiality»
and its Role in the Typological Integration of Literary Studies
Key words: linguistics; literary studies; sequential factor analysis; structural typology;
actogenetic process; postmodernism; methodological integration of philology.
The article treats the linguistic semantic categories of «sequentiality» and «actogenesis»
(multiphase generation of human acts), previously introduced by the author, as a basis for a
structural typology of literary texts. This is achieved through a factor analysis of the consecutive
stages of the «actogenetic» structure of human «lifelines». A particular actogenetic phase is
singled out as the location of the conflict underlying the development of the plot. Within this
marked phase the interplay of different internal (endogenic) and external (exogenic) influences
exerted upon the subject is discussed. The author argues against the contemporary
postmodernistic thesis that there may be given an infinite variety of interpretations of one and
the same text and demonstrates the existence of fixed basic textological meanings which set
certain limitations upon the range of their possible interpretations. These constant textual
meanings determining the stable pivotal points of the generalized architectonic structure of a
literary work may serve as a firm groundwork for a methodological integration of philology in
its two main subdivisions, linguistics and literary studies.

A.G. Silnitsky
The Modal Component in the Semantic Structure of Polysituational Economic Verbs with
an Instrumental Adject
(on the Basis of the Novel by A. Hailey «The Moneychangers»)
Key words: text; semantic features; strong and weak motivation; substantive adject;
cluster analysis; semantic complex.
The article is dedicated to the problem of revealing the role of the modal component in
the semantic structure of polysituational economic verbs with an instrumental adject on the basis

of verbal lexical units from the novel by A. Hailey «The Moneychangers». In the meanings of the
considered verbs eight semantic features, characterizing different modal aspects of simple
situations within a complex situation, and four features with a general «substantive» meaning of
an economic adject are singled out. These features are grouped into four clusters: «The
Employee», «The Creditor», «The Seller» and «The Supplier».

Y.A. Kutsevich
The Semantic Category of Motivation and Factor Analysis of Literary Texts
Key words: motivation; causation; factor; intention; volitional action; literary text; Th.
Dreiser.
This article deals with the problem of interaction between four main oppositions in the
structure of the notion «motivation»: inner and outer motivation, positive and negative
motivation, strong and weak motivation, realized and non-realized motivation. The famous novel
by Th. Dreiser «An American Tragedy» is analyzed to bring to light the peculiarities of their
conflict in the course of a particular volitional action. These specific features determine its
structure and its deviation from the abstract model of seven factor stages: desire, intention,
decision, plan, preparation, attempt, realization.

I.N. Kucher
Semantic Characteristics of Metaphor
(on the Material of Nominal Images of A. Tennyson’s Idylls)
Key words: image system; semantic features; discriminant analysis; idylls; individual
style.
The article deals with the study of the dynamic trends and regularities in the evolution of
Tennyson’s image system. In this study a number of semantic characteristics of metaphor
mirrored in the image system of the author’s idyllic poetry are analyzed as the differential
evolution individual style markers. Interrelations between the semantic characteristics are
established by means of discriminant analysis.

A.E. Tishina
The Peculiarities of the Polycomponent Metaphoric Constructions
in the Individual Style of A.C. Swinburne
Key words: metaphor; metaphoric model; individual style; stylometry; quantitative
analysis; Swinburne.
Some special features of the construction of the polycomponent metaphoric chains in the
lyrics of A.C. Swinburne are examined in the paper. These metaphoric structures are revealed in
the process of the quantitative analysis of the author’s metaphor (on the basis of the frequency of
the concepts forming the metaphoric model).
T.V. Nikolaeva
The Description of the Image System of Robert Browning Poetry
in the First Phase of his Work

Key words: linguistic worldview; individual style; metaphor; Browning.
The article deals with the data of the image system analysis of Robert Browning poetry in
the first phase of his work. It revealed a large number of metaphoric structures in Robert
Browning’s lyrics which confirms that the metaphor as a sign of the poet's individual style
appears at the very beginning of his creative career and is of great interest for the understanding
of his worldview.

A.S. Ageliarova
The Functioning of a Detached Attribute in a Dicteme
Key words: dicteme; detached attribute; postposition; preposition; linguistic unit;
descriptive attribute; limiting attribute.
The paper contains the analysis of semantic and syntactic features of one of the most
frequently detached parts of sentence in belles-lettres – attribute. It focuses on the essence and
the syntactical structure of the attribute and its morphological characteristics. The paper also
highlights additional contextual shades of meaning acquired by detached attributes when they
function within the framework of the constituent unit of the text – dicteme.

L.M. Nyubina
Discourse «Fashion». The terminological aspect
Key words: fashion; discourse; subcode; term; historical aspect; agnonim; diachrony;
synchrony; individualism; power; luxury; status.
Fashion is seen as a discourse, in which linguistic and non-linguistic means of
nomination and communication interact ensuring its intersemiotic character. One of the
important means of verbal expression in this discourse is the use of terms which show the
relationship of this phenomenon with the history and culture of a particular national area. In
this case many of them change into historicisms and agonims, which belong to the passive layer
of the language. The terms become, on the one hand, a manifestation of diachronic relations in
the language and show its relationship with the cultural periods in human development. In this
regard, the terminology of fashion possesses international character.

R.W. Gurevich
«Levin’s Mill» by Johannes Bobrowski:
a Small Village Novel about Big German History
Key words: novel, native folklore narration (skaz), intellectual and reflective elements.
In the novel «Levin’s Mill» Johannes Bobrowski draws historical parallel between single
event in a small village of East Prussia (1874) – robbery and eviction of poor Polish Jew Levin
and the Holocaust, «big» politics in Nazi Germany (XXth century).

S.I. Dubinin
Foreign Language Speech Practice and Phrasebooks

for «The Reich Soldiers»
(Based on the Material of «Wehrmacht-Sprachführer. Deutsch-Russisch»)
Key words: Wehrmacht; bilingual phrase book; military discourse; German; Gerhard
Leyst, Ferdinand von Ledebur.
The author of the article analyzes the main content and structural features of the basic
German-Russian phrasebook for the Nazi army (Wehrmacht) during World War II
(«Wehrmacht-Sprachführer» 1941–1942), and defines the extent of its pragmatic adequacy.

J.I. Petrakova
The Interaction of Word Formation and Semantic Transfer in the Sphere of
Onomasiological Tasks (Based on German)
Key words: naming; word formation; semantic transfer; onomasiological task;
interaction.
The article highlights the interaction of word formation and semantic transfer in the
sphere of their onomasiological tasks. As the research indicates these ways of naming either
have specific naming targets or interact within their common onomasiological function.

V.E. Luebke
Discourse Theories and Argumentation
Key words: discourse; argumentation analysis; discourse community; consensus theory
of truth; logic; topics; cognitive approach.
The present article deals with the correlation between the phenomenon of discourse and
the theory and analysis of argumentation. This correlation can be observed on the conceptual, or
else, philosophical level where argumentation and discourse are connected by the category of
truth, as well as on the content-related level where discourse features design the content of
argument main components and substantially determine the shape of an argument rhetorical
realization. At the same time the article intentionally doesn’t treat the phenomenon of
argumentative discourse, concentrating its attention on different aspects of the relation between
discourse and argumentation on the contemporary level of research.

HISTORY AND ARCHEOLOGY
A.I. Filyushkin
Meetings of Diplomats in the Border Area between the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and
Russia in the First Half of the XVIth Century
Key words: border area; Grand Duchy of Lithuania; Russian state in the 16th century;
international relations; meetings of diplomats.
The article is devoted to the research of the phenomenon of meetings of diplomats in the
border area. This practice was extended in Russian-Lithuanian and Russian-Sweden border
areas in the 16th century. The form of border meeting was very convenient, because these took

place on the neutral territory. For the demarcation of borders it was possible to involve local
population. They became witnesses as old residents. Local authorities were useful for these
meetings as well. The meetings were connected with the practice of trials in the border area for
settlement of the conflicts between marginal population. To hold such meetings was very difficult
as agreements about organization of these meetings were often not fulfilled. Only by the end of
the 16th century the form of meeting in the border area began to dominate in the diplomatic
relations between Russia and Rech Pospolita.

Yu.E. Ivonin
From Religious Compulsion to the Irenism. Rethinking of the Experience
of the Thirty Years War in the Public Consciousness of Europe
Key words: Thirty Years War; Reformation; Enlightment; tolerance; irenism.
The author studies the evolution of the tolerance in public consciousness of Europe from
the Thirty Years War to the Great French Revolution of the end of the XVIIIth century. He
underlines the Rethinking of experience of the Thirty Years War, in which religious and
confessional intolerance is changed by the tolerance and irenism because of the rationalization
of the thinking and spreading of the ideas of Enlightment.

L.I. Ivonina
The Policy of Augustus the Strong in the Great Northern War
Key words: the Great Northern War; diplomacy; war; confession; absolute monarchy;
nobility.
The article analyzes diplomacy and military actions of Polish King and Saxon Elector
Augustus the Strong in the years of the Great Northern War. The author establishes strong
correlation of the internal situation in Rzeczpospolita before and at the beginning of the
Northern War with European policy. The hereditary monarchy dream, which Augustus II
cherished in the spirit of his time, was a ghostly illusion: the Polish gentry and the neighboring
powers – Russia, Prussia and the Habsburg monarchy – opposed monopolization of power in the
Polish-Lithuanian state.
N.V. Kosheleva
Salafi Movement in the USA
at the end of the XXth – the beginning the XXIst centuries
Key words: Islam in the USA; salafi movement; salafism; American Muslims; Muslim
organizations of the USA.
The paper investigates the specificity of penetration and evolution of salafi movement in
the USA, as well as the problem of the number of salafi adherents, and the area of their
distribution in this country. Within the analysis of the main stages of the salafi movement in the
USA special attention is focused on the causes and preconditions of growth and decline of the
salafi influence among US Muslim community.

A.A. Miacelski
To the Issue of Localization of Zaroj in the Smolensk Land

of the XIIth century
Key words: historical geography; Smolensk, Zaroj; urban type settlements; localization.
This article discusses the possible localization of the urban type settlement of Smolensk
land Zaroj, mentioned in the chronicles of 1154. The most likely locations of this ancient
settlement are near the village Besedka of Ershichi district and in the complex archaeological
sites near the village New Zaselie of Shumyachi district of Smolensk region. However, further
research is necessary.

V.I. Ponamorev
To the Problem of the Conscription in Penza Province during the Crimean War
Key words: conscription; Penza province; the Crimean War; local history.
This article examines the problem of conscription in Russian provinces in the Crimean
War. Specific features of recruitment system are revealed at the example of Penza province in
1853–1856. The author considers economical impact on the lives of local poll-tax population
and organization of levies.

N.I. Gorskaya
Zemstvo Detention Houses in the Second Half of the XIXth Century
(on Materials of Smolensk Province)
Key words: judicial reform of 1864; zemstvo; prison system; detention houses; Smolensk
region; penal capital.
The article investigates a new type of prison in the second half of the nineteenth century –
zemstvo detention house. Detention houses were the result of the judicial reform of 1864 under
the influence of ideas of democratization and humanization of the penitentiary system. The
article focuses on the practices of creation and functioning of the detention premises in Smolensk
province.

S.A. Safronov
Grigorii Viacheslavovich Glinka –
the Head of the Resettlement Administration (1905–1915)
and the Surveyor of the «White» of the Crimea (1920)
Key words: Stolypin agrarian reform; Resettlement administration; resettlement; the trip
to Siberia; land conversion government P.N. Wrangel.
The article discusses the activities of G.V. Glinka as the head of the Resettlement
administration in 1905–1915 in the implementation of one of the main directions of agrarian
reform of P.A. Stolypin – the emigration from Central Russia to the outskirts of the country. We
investigate the period of life of G.V. Glinka, which followed the October revolution of 1917 (the
activities of the government of Baron P.N. Wrangel in the Crimea, emigration to France), his
participation in the unsuccessful development and implementation of the Land law of May 25,
1920.

A.K. Laptev
World War I: the New Responsibilities of Police and Gendarmerie
in 1914–1915 (On the Materials of Smolensk Region)
Key words: World War I; Smolensk Province; gendarmerie; police; anti-war
propaganda; 1914–1915.
This article discusses the activities of Smolensk Provincial Gendarmerie and the
provincial police during the World War I, when the gendarmerie and the police faced new
challenges dictated by the realities of war. Analysis of the activities of the security forces
allowed the author to determine the specifics of law enforcement on the territory of the province
of the frontline, as well as forms and methods of anti-war propaganda.

V.S. Eshpanov
Ideological and Political Work at the Orenburg Railway during the Great Patriotic War
Key words: Orenburg railway; the Great Patriotic War; ideology; educational work;
Lunin motion.
The article uses archival materials to demonstrate different forms of political and
educational work among Orenburg railroad during the war years. Both positive and negative
factors in the implementation of political work are revealed. The article points out the facts
which show the daily work of the departments of agitation, their political activities aimed at the
workers. The data of the article may be used in research works on the history of rail transport
during the Great Patriotic War.

PEDAGOGY
A.N. Kochergin
Problems of Higher Education and National Security
Key words: high school; problem; national security; civilization crisis; globalization;
knowledge; value; education; university; commercialization; humanization; greening; reform;
outlook; education; transformation; creativity; state; society; human.
The article presents the opinion that the transformation of the education system has
become a global problem related with the challenges of reality. The understanding of this fact
dominates in the attitude of state, society and people to the education system. Developed
countries are increasingly demonstrating a tendency to transform education into a major branch
of the society, which forms the human being as the main productive force and acts as an
indicator of the level of the society culture. The country, which due to any reasons is unable to
transform the education system in accordance with the reality challenges, will be marginalized
in the modern world. The national system of education is considered from this point of view.

E.V. Kislyakova
Formation of Professional Competences of Construction Engineers
on the Basis of Technology of Projects: Work Experience

Key words: competence-based approach; technology of projects; federal state
educational standards of the higher education.
The paper presents the author’s technique of teaching fundamentals of metrology,
standardization and certification to bachelors, the direction of training 08.03.01 Construction.
We suggest to apply technology of projects to form professional competences. The object of
research is the infrastructure of Smolensk state university.

G.S. Evdokimova
Formation of Future Engineers’ Stochastic Competence
Key words: concept; consciousness; formation; stochastic culture; methodology;
inductive approach; experiment; frequency; sustainability; probability; law of large numbers;
elements of History of Mathematics; interactive teaching methods; competence-oriented tasks.
The article suggests tools which contribute to the formation of stochastic competence of
students using the topic «The law of large numbers» as the example. The author believes that an
understanding of this law by students is not only important from the point of view of
mathematics, but is also of great importance for worldview: the average of random variables
provides a more accurate representation of the world.

L.V. Chepikova
Pedagogic Interaction in the Moral Education of Preschool Children
Key words: interaction; pedagogical interaction; competence; competency; preschool
education.
The article investigates topical problems of pedagogical interaction between a teacher
and a child from the standpoint of the competency of the pedagogue; the directions of the
educational relations are determined.

T.N. Ermakova
The Value of World Orientation of Adolescents in Popularization of Culture
Key words: the concept of «world orientation»; basic values; teenage subculture.
The article considers world orientation of teenagers at three levels: 1) official culture; 2)
subcultures of teenagers; 3) age preferences. The results of research of value dominants of
teenagers are presented, the problems of development of world orientation of teenagers are
analyzed, the definition of the concept «value world orientation » is given.

I.A. Shiryaeva
Construction of the Interactive Educational Network in the Educational Organization:
Foundation and Tools
Key words: interactive educational network; subject-oriented interactive educational
network; software platform; content.

The paper deals with the features of interactive educational network of an educational
organization, functional features of software platforms used to build the interactive educational
network with a subject-oriented nature, as well as content which is able to compensate for
lacking education services of software platforms and which can be used to create an interactive
educational network.

S.V. Silchenkova, E.B. Ermolaeva
Professional Identity of Teacher in the System of Higher Education in Smolensk and Riga:
Correlation with Doctoral Degree
Key words: professional identity of teacher in the system of higher education; doctoral
degree; higher education teachers in Smolensk; higher education teachers in Riga.
The article presents the results of the research on professional identity of teachers in the
system of higher education in Smolensk and Riga. Specifically, the dependence of professional
identity of teacher on the fact of having a doctoral degree is considered. A 70 item questionnaire
with 6-point rating scale was used to identify different aspects of professional identity of
teachers: philosophy of the profession, professional knowledge, professional roles, attitude,
cooperation with colleagues, social engagement behavior.
As a result, conclusions are drawn on correlation between professional identity of
teacher and having a doctoral degree for the joint sample of respondents as well as separately
for Smolensk and Riga.

I.A. Donina
Technology of «Blended» Learning in
Training of Future Masters in Educational Managment
Key words: professional education; educational marketing; blended learning; a virtual
community; non-profit educational organization; training of educational managers.
The article deals with the topicality of blended learning in the process of training masters in
educational management, as well as the essence of the concept «blended learning», the features of
blended learning technology, the structure of a virtual community «Educational Marketing». The
paper also presents the analysis of the possibilities of virtual community of educators, leaders and
students in shaping their ability and readiness for effective marketing activities.

E.V. Zazykina
Participation of the Teacher in Innovation and Research Activities as the Condition of
Development of his Professional Potential
Key words: professional pedagogical potential; innovative activities; research activities;
conditions of development.
The article discusses the concept of professional teaching potential and ways of its
development via participation of the teacher in innovation and research.

G.F. Glebova, N.V. Kiryutina

Pedagogical Potential of Internet Forum in Creating an Inclusive Society
Key words: pedagogical potential; inclusion; inclusive society; children with disabilities;
socialization; Internet forum.
The article is devoted to the problem of development of inclusive education and inclusive
society in Russia. It focuses on the importance of family upbringing and social, communicative
and pedagogical competence of parents in the development of inclusion. On the basis of the
results of the research carried out on the database of regional women's forum a conclusion is
made about the pedagogical potential of activities of internet communities.
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